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Sylvia Meagher is rapidly becoming known as one of the outstanding au- 
thorities on the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, and on the sub- — 
sequent work of the Warren Commission. 

_ In his introduction to Accessories After the Fact, Léo Sauvage (himself 
an early and well-regarded critic of “The Warren Report”) writes, “Sylvia. .: ae 
Meagher is the only person in the world who really knows every item hidden pe 

a SS ON in the twenty-six volumes of Hearings and Exhibits, that is, the evidence on — ne 
hs ast. y+” which “The Warren Report” is supposed to be based. She also knows all the’ 

po a 2 ae" os). items missing in those twenty-six volumes, that is, the evidence the Com-. 
a “ “3 > mnission’s members—or more often, lawyers—preferred not to see, or when 

they could not help seeing it, to forget. 
“Accessories After the Fact not only confirms the author's scientific mind 

and the exhaustive thoroughness of her research, but it reveals the penetrat- ae — 
ing insight she has brought to the study of the case, and the logic of her ne Sis 
reasoning, She is often able to add new information, sometimesanewangle, == i. |, te 

- and always her presentation of the point under discussion is the most docu- © 
_. mented, the most scrupulously accurate, in short, the most reliable. Of all 
-.. the books written about the Kennedy assassination, including “The Warren -_-- a een Gee 

'. Report,” Accessories After the Fact comes closest. to being the reference - Bod , we 
‘book on the subject.” es a 

Mrs. Meagher has worked in the feld of international public health since re: 
1947, as an 2 administrator and writer of analytical reports. She has previously. Pes 
published the Subject Index to the Warren Report, and has written several 

“ magazine articles. 
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